Add some color to your schedule
Choose a CMLL A&S core/gen ed course that complements your...

Fall 2023 Features

**CMLL 2305. Introduction to Language and Culture**

Explores such topics as how culture is expressed in languages, how people learn languages, and how people benefit from learning languages. Fulfills core Language, Philosophy, and Culture requirement.

TR 12:30-1:50 PM. Language, Philosophy, Culture. CRN 43115.

**CMLL 2306. Introduction to World Cinema: Hispanic Cities**

Introduction to the global world of classic films produced in Africa, Asia, Europe, and Latin America.

Tues 3:30-6:20 PM. Language, Philosophy, Culture & Multicultural. CRN 38845.

Courses in grey aren't offered in the upcoming semester.

**Language, Philosophy, & Culture**

**CLAS 2302.** Classical Mythology

**CLAS 2303.** Sports and Public Spectacles in the Ancient World (+ Multicultural attribute)

**CLAS 2304.** The Ancient World: Prophets, Warriors, Poets (+ Multicultural attribute)

**CMLL 2305.** Introduction to Language and Culture (+ Communication Literacy attribute)

**CMLL 2306.** Introduction to World Cinema (+ Multicultural attribute)

**FREN 2390.** French Culture: Religious Violence and Conflict in French Culture (+ Multicultural attribute)

**GERM 2312.** The Holocaust in Literature and Film (+ Multicultural attribute)

**GERM 2313.** Northern Myths and Legends

**ITAL 2307.** Italian Culture (+ Foreign Language req)
RUSN 2304. Russian Culture (+ Humanities Chart I & Multicultural attribute)

SLAV 2301. The Vampire in East European and Western Culture (+ Multicultural attribute)

SPAN 2300. Social Change in the Hispanic World Through Film, Literature, Art, and Music (+ Multicultural attribute)

BA and BGs students may also take their 3 additional Language, Philosophy, & Culture hours from the list below.

ARAB 3305. Introduction to Arab-Muslim Civilization (+ Multicultural attribute)

ASL 3312. Introduction to Deaf Culture and Linguistics (+ Communication literacy attribute)

CHIN 3306. Chinese Culture (+ Communication literacy attribute)

CHIN 3310. Chinese Culture and Chinese Characters

CLAS 3315. World of Egypt and the Near East (+ Multicultural attribute)

CLAS 3320. The World of Greece (+ Multicultural attribute and Communication literacy attribute)

CLAS 3330. The World of Rome (+ Multicultural attribute and Communication literacy attribute)

CLAS 3340. Gender and Sexuality in the Classical World (+ Multicultural attribute)

CLAS 3350. Comparative Mythology (+ Multicultural attribute)

FREN 3302. Introduction to Literature in French (+ Communication literacy attribute)

FREN 4315. The French Short Story (+ Communication literacy attribute)

FREN 4317. Readings in French Literature and Culture (+ Communication literacy attribute)

FREN 4322. Civilisation Francaise: Gourmet Culture of France (+ Communication literacy attribute)

FREN 4345. History of the French Language

GERM 3301. Cultures of the German Speaking World

GERM 3304. Introduction to Literature (+ Communication literacy attribute)

GERM 3306. Contemporary Germany (+ Communication literacy attribute)

GERM 4303. German Classics (+ Humanities Chart I and Communication literacy attribute)

ITAL 3390. Italian Cinema

ITAL 4301. Topics in Italian Literature

LAT 4305. Individualized Readings in Latin Literature

PORT 3307. Luso-Brazilian Civilization and Literature

RUSN 3301. Russian Civilization Through Literature in the 19th Century
RUSN 3302. 20th Century Russian Civilization Through Literature in Translation
RUSN 4301. The Great Russian Realists: Tolstoy and Dostoevsky (+ Communication literacy attribute)
RUSN 4302. Contemporary Russian Literature in Translation (+ Communication literacy attribute)

SPAN 3306. Cultures of the Spanish Speaking World I: Afro-Cuban Culture (+ Communication literacy attribute)

SPAN 3307. Introduction to Hispanic Literatures: Vampires, Ghouls, Zombies and the Occult Hispanic Horror Lit (+ Communication literacy attribute)

SPAN 3344. Mexican Life and Culture.

SPAN 3390. Hispanic Culture and Civilization
SPAN 3391. Hispanic Film in Translation
SPAN 3392. Hispanic Literature in Translation
SPAN 4320. Masterpieces of Hispanic Literature (+ Communication literacy attribute)
SPAN 4327. Hispanic Literature-Special Topics Hispanic Fairy Tales (+ Communication literacy attribute)
SPAN 4332. Hispanic Civilization (+ Multicultural attribute)

SPAN 4337. Cultural Topics-Hispanic World: Language Contact (+ Communication literacy attribute)

SPAN 4344. Contemporary Mexico
SPAN 4346. Spanish Life and Culture
SPAN 4360. Latinx Literature and Culture
SPAN 4361. Spanish for the Southwest

TURK 3307. Turkish Culture

Creative Arts

ITAL 2315. Italian Filmmakers: The Cinema of Federico Fellini

Foreign Language

ARAB 2301/2302
ASL 2301/2302
CHIN 2301/2302
CMLL 2301/2302
FREN 2301/2302
FREN 2607
GERM 2301/2302
GERM 2607
GRK 2301/2302
ITAL 2301/2302
JAPN 2301/2302
LAT 2301/2302
PORT 2301/2302
RUSN 2301/2302
SPAN 2301/2302
SPAN 2303/2304